
Alexander Robertson‘s photos of the evolution his forest planation research from a humble tree nursery 
small plantation Red Cliff and eslewhere in central Newfoundland to the creation of the experimental 
poplar plantation  at Gunnarsholt in south Iceland.  

The amazing restoration of a volcanic desert created by the eruptions of Mt. Hekla  to rich grasslands. The in-fields 
are protected by over 80 kilometers of  regularly trimmed hedges  of willow with poplar standards.  



By the second season developing the nursery from a pasture,  I began 
some basic trials on fertilization, seeding density, clonal variation, 
spacing and fall vs. spring seeding, etc., and, after the Sitka spruce 
seedlings were shipped,  I rested the area  with a rye  fallow.  The a 
new set of Latin-squares were set for more trials, and new seedbeds  
and transplant beds established. The trials based on the  common 
research technique of Latin-squares  Analysis of Variance  to  
investigate fertilization, seeding density, clonal variation, spacing and 

fall vs. spring seeding,  planting , etc. Later,  my focus shifted to  
research on short-rotation willow clones for biomass energy 
plantations which later incorporated  my research on Forest 
climatology/meteorology 
  

Many species and varieties were cultivated in the nursery and some of those were used in a demonstration shelterbelt  that mi micked 
the structure of a natural  Newfoundland woodland.   
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Fortunately, during my early years with the Forestry Commission 
Scotland, I was well trained and experienced in tree nursery 
practice, so starting a new was not great problem for Jack Dawe 
and I to carve out the 7 hectare nursery  with little more than 
garden spades ( 3 years later we were  allowed the luxury a 
rototiller and eventfully a small tractor). For over a 25 years we 
raised numerous varieties of tree species and about 100 clones of 
‘energy’ and basket willows. Seed lots would come from many 
parts of Europe, a few from Canada  some from Japan and we also 
collected throughout Newfoundland and a few places in Labrador. 
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Propagating ‘energy’ willows from small cuttings. Top-left -1st 
year’s  growth of the golden willow (Salix alba f. vitellina ); part 
of my international  (mostly European) collection of willows 

which we regularly coppiced in the fall (bottom) 
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The perfect place to start  biomass energy  project and associated biometeorology  is to visit Sweden and 
Finland where, under the tireless leadership of Prof., Gustav Siren,  there is a large scale energy forest 
research and farming based on willow coppice.  Gustav and I became a very good friend and , as advisor, it 
was only matter of a few months when I acquired some of  his ‘energy clones’ from his massive  bioenergy 
research and practical  willow  energy plantations in Sweden & Finland.  
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This photo illustrates the phenomenal biomass yield of willow clones. The secret is to coppice  and  save  cuttings 
in the  fall.  The coppiced willows in bottom left are 1 year old usually with 3  to 7 shoots per stool. The tall willow 
in the center are 2 years old and almost as tall as  the neighbouring 40+ year old birch. This yield is comparable to 
the yield that sustains a district heating system fueled by a  large biomass energy farming industry  in Sweden, 
Finland and elsewhere in Europe. These can be coppiced  over many centuries. 
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Sigurður Sigursveinsson’s  planting of willow cuttings at Pasadena Forest Research Nursery  in Western 
Newfoundland was the pivotal moment led to creation of THE GUNNARSHOLT EXPERIMENTAL PLANTATION 

At the time both Sigurður and Sandy were  Masters  student at the Department of Geography, Memorial University  
of Newfoundland and both passionate tree-planters – particularly fast-growing varieties such those at Selfoss 
(centre)  and the 1 & 2 year old willlows , respectively,  grown  in Pasadena.(right). Actually, the phenomenal growth  
rate achieved at Pasadena was so spectacular as to be unbelievable – even by Canadian Forest Service staff. Indeed, 
when a group  of them visiting  that included the CFS  Director General of of the CFS visited the nursery they did not 
believe. So, I took  a 1 and a 2 year old cutting (shown in the photo) showed the ends to the DG  and  his entourage 
sarcastically asked them  if they knew how to could to 1 and 2 (tree rings that is).  Anyway, upon Sigurður’s return to 
Iceland  he suggested to Sigurður Blöndal, Director of Iceland Forest Service that I be invited to visit  forests and 
forestry in Iceland.   
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By coincidence,  Sigurdur and Sandy were post-graduates  in the Department  of Geography at Memorial University 
of Newfoundland. At the time we had a serious interest in peat resources; i.e., Sigurdur (brought up on a farm near 
Vík), concentrated on agriculture on peatlands while Sandy, (with extensive experience of peatland forestry in 
Scotland)  was founding editor of Peat News (published by the Newfoundland Peatland Association)  and author of 
the Peatland Flora of Newfoundland and the Genus Carex . And , naturally,  both  were passionate and very 
productive tree planters. 



Given the  lack of interests by the  ‘High Ones, just as High ones and many thirds’ I 
abandoned  the beautiful and productive Pasadena Nursery a couple of years after Siggi’s visit to 

concentrate on  much more esoteric research.  Nevertheless, as  the photo shows, we achieved phenome growth 
rates with  larch still in their seedbeds (left)  that were sowed in 1971;  and opposite  an overgrown row of 40  
Norway spruce  transplants  approaching 20 m and  which produces an abundance of cones with good quality seed. 
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The row of 2+40 Norway spruce transplants  that Jack and I planted  c1980  in abandoned  Pasadena 
nursery, Western Newfoundland are approximately 20m tall and  produce  abundant , high quality seeds  
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A fine assortment of trees at the entrance to the nursery were planted in 1970. Another example  our handiwork are these  tall  and relatively young  trees in the abandoned  Pasadena 
Research Nursery illustrates the great potential for exotic forest plantation trees.  
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Norway Spruce (left) and White spruce planted at Red Cliff in 1986 
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       The Gunnarsholt project actually evolved from a visit by Alexander Robertson to Uppsala, Sweden in the 1980’  when he  
much was more interested was conducting trials of fast growing  willow biomass energy plantations  than the tedious, repetitive 
nursery work.  primarily there to investigate opportinities for  greater advancement in science by cooperating  with  Professor 
Gustav Síren and his team who, were conducting a very large national biomass energy  plantation research  program in Sweden and 
Finland.   
 A key element of Gustav and Prof. Kurt Pertuu research was a truly impressive  biometeorological  research program  
at University of Uppsala which produce a voluminous , endless stream of publications  (as their successors still do). In the bottom 
left photo is the distinguished  American meteorologist William (Bill) Reifsnyder (long-time editor of the journal Agricultural and 
Forest Meteorology and Climate and who was an Advisor to President Bill Clinton).   
Later, Sandy Robertson succeeded Dr. Pertuu as Subject Group Leader of the International Union of Forestry Research 
Organization’s S1.03 Environmental Influences and also a started a new subject group S1.03.03: Global Perspectives on 
Environmental Influences and was its leader from 1992-1995. Through Dr. Reifsnyder, and as consequence of organizing S1.03’s 
contribution to he 20th IUFRO Conference in Tampere Finland,  I  was Guest Editor of a special issue of  Agric. & Forestry 
Meteorology  (Vol . 84 NOS 1-2, March 1997) entitled “Research on Forest Environmental Influences in a Changing World”  

Left: Kurt  Perttuu    and Prof. Gustav  Síren         Gustav and Kurt &  Prof. William  (Bill) Reifsnyder (advisor to  President Bill Clinton 
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In my spare time, scarce as it was,  I undertook studies for a graduate degrees  in Geography at Memorial University of 
Newfoundland (MUN) and  later at  a D. Phil. at University of Oxford’s Commonwealth Forestry Institute, and by the  early  1990’s 
as an Adjunct Professor in MUN Faculty of Engineering & Applied Science . During  the winter months I concentrated mostly  the 

nature and the impact of wind on forested landscapes.  I followed on this work with D. Phil., studies at the University of Oxford.  
These graduate studies allowed me to have  a much broader international outlook and catalyst for more in-depth 
biometeorological studies than simply wind effects on  forests and landscapes in general.   



The flow chart is shorthand for the energy  fluxes in biological systems (i.e., plantations).  For Robertson’s purposes, the 
Swedish biometeorological  instrumentation  was much too complex,  specialized and expensive.  So an affordable and 
manageable option was Prof. Harry McCaughy’s RTDMS system;  i.e, (Reversing Temperature Differencing System) with a pair 

of radiometers , coupled to Campbell Scientific data loggers and appropriate analytical and  programmable software.  
Naturally , the system was only used in summer.  



Naturally, for me a biometeorological research on the scale the Swedes and Finns were conducting was out of the question.  But, with 
advances in computing and data loggers and downloading via telephone and later the internet, instrumentation and 
telecommunications made it  possible to economically feasible to measure and study energy fluxes in and around plants – or simply  
put,  how  much of the energy flux goes into plant production. One of the leaders in innovation in this area was Prof. Harry 
McCaughey’s  of Queen’s University, who developed a convenient energy balance measuring system linked to a Campbell Scientifi c data 
logger that could be accessed to reprogram  and/or  download data via long-distance phone lines.   
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After a period of self-training and successful tests  in the Forest Research Nursery at Pasadena , the system (center) 
was first moved  to a willow plantation at Salmon Pond (bottom left)  and  finally moved to  a clear cut forest sites  
near St. Georges, and other to a young forest regeneration near Stephenville, respectively. Based on the 
Newfoundland experience,  In 1990 Harry and  Iceland scientists installed the improved version  in S. Iceland in 1990  
on a 14.5 ha (34.6 acres) site  planted specifically  to monitor changes in energy fluxes as the plantation grew up 
from bare soil.   
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In 1987, the energy balance system was moved  to a site at Salmon Pond Road near Glenwood  in Central Newfoundland  that was 
cleared for a experiment on fast-growing willows for biomass energy . The system was dismantled and transferred to St. Georges in 
western Newfoundland while another one was erected near  Stephenville and another  at Gunnarsholt, south Iceland in 1989-90 . One 
of the limitations was no vast  flat, treeless space  to eliminate some of the errors  incurred by irregular topography  and also the 
isolation in from  convenient services.  All the more difficult  to sustain whle I was on  educational leave at Oxford University.  
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Dr. Halldór þórgeirsson setting up  Professor McCaughey’s MaRTDMS system  - an energy flux measuring system at Gunnarsholt in 1990.  
Halldór who was a researcher with RALA  was responsible for the instrumentation. Halldór is currently Executive Director (Strategy)  for the 
United Nations Climate Change  Program.  
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Some components of the RTDMS (Reversing Temperature Differencing System) and a pair of the Radiometers.  
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The Gunnarsholt  energy balance measuring  system is rather complex 



The Grand Tour of Forestry in Iceland 
When Sigurður Sveinnsson returned to Iceland following his successful graduate studies at Memorial 
University of Newfoundland, he recommended to Hákon Bjarnasson and Sigurður Blöndal of the Iceland 
Forest Service that  a chap called Sandy Robertson might have  some valuable knowledge and  experience 
that may be useful to Iceland.  So in 1983, Sandy  toured Iceland with Hákon Bjarnasson, Director of Iceland 
Forest Service in the company of Thorarinn Benedix, Sigurður Svieinsson, To consider this further in 1988, 
Sandy took Sigurður  Blöndal, then director of  the Iceland Forest Service, on a tour of Forest research 
stations from St. John’s Newfoundland   to Victoria , British Columbia. 
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Professor Harry McCaughy (Queens University, Kingston, Sigurdur Sigurveinnsson  and  discussing  installation 
and establishment of a large experimental poplar planation.  



Iceland Forest Research Station  , Mogilsa (1985) was instrumental in selection and 
breeding a poplar clone that was ideal for the Gunnarsholt Experiment.   



Iceland Forest Research Station , Mogilsa (1985) is well endowed with staff for  breeding and propagation 
of trees for research and  general forest plantations throughout Iceland      



Áugust and Sandy in Skorradalur Forest 



The late Hákon Bjarnasson at Skógar south Iceland  who authorised the research on  
the energy flux experiment of the poplar plantation 



Having a a valuable  discussion with an 
exceptionally good  forest-farmer and 
scientist   
 Amongst his many talents he famous for  
predicting early warning signs of an 
impending earth quakes – often before the 
official government geologists.  



Reforesting Iceland doesn’t get any tougher than this. But the flat terrain is perfect for studying the changes in 
energy fluxes in tree planations. The volcanic soil is fertile enough for forest plantations and as one farmer 
demonstrates  with his extensive and highly productive barley fields.   
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These meadows and young plantation in South Iceland are a fine example of 
restoration of  of a volcanic desert to lush grassland and also  suitable for forests. . 
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The  Road to Gunnarsholt 

Soon after completing his M.Sc., thesis, Sigurður Sigurssveinsson returned  to Iceland  and suggested his fellow graduate 
Alexander Robertson would be of some use to Icelandic Forestry and suggest a visit to Iceland.  My hosts were none other 
than the well respected   Icelandic  foresters Hákon Bjarnasson and Sigurður Blöndal.  



Gunnarsholt  is the centre piece of a magnificent, century old  program of landscape restoration  - the history of 
which is recorded in Olgeirsson’s beautifully illustrated book and the English version by Roger Crofts.    

http://pdfvef.oddi.is/landgraedslan/healing_the_land/ 



The great problem for farmers over the centuries was the sand from the famous volcano Mount Hekla 
eruptions followed by strong winds that created dust storms that destroyed farm lands . Here we see a sample 
of grassland restoration by the  Soil Conservation Service.  

Photo:c1980  by Alexander 
Robertson 



My first view of Gunnarsholt while touring Iceland with foresters Hákon Bjarnasson and Sigurður Blöndal  c1984  
when there were no trees or hedges bordering a dusty road to the Soil Conservation  Services  HDQ.   It was this 
view of that  Robertson decided was the  perfect location for studying energy fluxes that required a virtually 
unlimited ‘fetch”  and more-or-less uniform soil  and relatively flat – (a  long, clear fetch in other words). 
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While there were some older shelterbelts planted around the main buildings, in the 1980’s, Sveinn Rúnolfsson, 
Direct of the Soil Conservation Service began an extensive program of planting shelterbelts of mainly willows .  
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Most of the shelterbelts have double rows while others have double row (of attractive and immaculately 
trimmed willow species) inter-planted with poplars.   
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The vast expanses of volcanic sand desert stretching  as far as the eye can see have been  converted to a vast 
and extremely productive grassland  around the Soil Conservation Headquarter. A process that has repeated 
all over Iceland.   
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14 ha, 15 yr old   
 Poplar Plantation 

Aerial view of soil conservation Service’s Gunnarsholt showing extensive farmland  reclaimed from 
from the desert, 80km of trimmed hedgerows and the 14 ha experimental poplar plantation.  



The 14 ha  Gunnarsholt Experimental Plantation was established jointly by the Soil Conservation Service and  the 
Forest Service, was originally designed  for studying energy fluxes and later for a wide range of studies  by about 45 
graduate  students , academics and  scientists  with a broad range of interests.  

Gunnarsholt‘s vast grasslands,  Experimental Plantation, 80 km of  manicured shelterbelts. 
The brooding Mt. Hekla volcano in the distance lies dormant – for now! 

 
 
 
 



Those instrumental in creating  the project were Sveinn Runólfsson, Director Soil Conservation Service,  Prof. 
Harry McCaughey, Queens University, Kingston Canada, Sigurdur Blöndal,  Director (retired)  of the Iceland forest 
service and  þorberger Halti Jónsson of the Iceland Forest Service and Dr. Haldór Thórgeirsson of Iceland 
Agricultural Research Institute and  Dr. Asa  Aradóttir.  The lead scientist and manager is currently Professor 
BjarneD. Sigurðssen  of the Iceland  Agricultural University at Hvanneyri.  



 The Gunnarsholt experimental plantation  was intended to be a joint project between 
several research groups in Iceland and Queen's University. The project was started in the late 
1980's when Dr. Sandy Robertson of Newfoundland, who was carrying out energy flux studies in 
Newfoundland in the 1980’s, coordinated the formation of a collaborative group consisting of the 
Icelandic Forest Service and Queen's University. Later, the Icelandic Agricultural Research Institute 
became the lead Icelandic agency.  In the early stages the project  was directed by Dr. Halldor 
Thorgeirsson  who went on to be the Executive Director of the United Nations Climate Change 
Program..  
 The original concept of the group was to examine the climatic controls of the growth of 
a fast-growing plantation of hybrid poplar. The site for the experiment was provided by the 
Icelandic Soil Conservation Service on their research farm at Gunnarsholt, south Iceland, and it 
was planted in 1990. Energy balance data have been collected since 1990 using the Queen's 
RTDMS, and in 1996, the site was upgraded and equipped for continuous measurement of carbon 
dioxide, and latent and sensible heat fluxes using eddy covariance technology. Currently, it is one 
of the sites in the EUROFLUX network.   
 This network is sponsored by the International Geosphere Biosphere Program (IGBP) 
Biospheric Aspects of the Hydrological Cycle (BAHC) core project. Following the successful 
completion of his M.Sc. at the AECL site at Chalk River, Ontario, Ian Strachan from Queen's has 
been conducting his doctoral research at Gunnarsholt. Ian is examining the long-term aspects of 
the energy balance of the site in relation to plant growth and development of the stand. He is 
parameterizing the Shuttleworth-Wallace variant of the Penman-Monteith model for the sparse 
canopy. The Gunnarsholt site is ideally suited to energy balance work as a result of its location in 
the flat landscape of the south Icelandic plain, with long fetches in all directions.  
 

Source: Professor J.H. McCaughy, Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario 
 



Among the objectives were: 
 
1. Define the energy balance of the area 
2. Study the effect of a poplar plantation on energy balance and microclimate in the area; 
3. Parameterize models describing the interaction of factors determining soil                    
    temperature and soil moisture; 
4. Study effect of wind on growth and form of poplar plantation trees; 
5. Measure solar radiation utilized by the poplar planation; 
6. Measure poplar plantation trees and relate their  growth to environmental factors; 
7. Study response of poplar trees to various environmental factors, by measuring their stomatal conductance and 
photosynthesis; 
8, parametirize growth models for poplar; 
9, study the development of vegetation, surface, and soil biota, as the poplar plantation       
     matures.  
 

Since  1991 the Energy flux study became a solely  Icelandic research project which as reshape and 
expanded and  ever since been a very successful yielding .   



 Since 1994, Professor  Bjarni Diðrik Sigurðsson of the  Agricultural University of Iceland, 
Hvanneyri, has been in charge of the research on the  Gunnarsholt  Poplar experimental 
plantation.  Under his leadership he and his students and colleagues have conducted over 50 
scientific papers,  4  Ph.D., dissertations and number of Masters thesis.  A very tall order, 
consider his many other international projects and interests  in addition to  Professor of Forestry 
Nordic Centre of Advanced Research on Environmental Services, the Nordic Center of Excellence 
of carbon flux studies and many  more international duties.  Under  Bjarni supervision of the  
the instrumentation and indeed the objectives  of the Gunnarsholt  experimental plantation has 
been transformed  for a much broader range physical and biological studies we can expect a 
great deal more practical and scientific results from the Gunnarsholt  plantation.  



The Gunnarsholt Energy Flux  Experiment has attracted international attention; such as this group of scientists 
listening to Sandy Robertson’s explanation of the  experiment  and its purpose while attending  an 
international Conference  at Gunnarsholt.  



Site Preparation and  Planting of  the  
Gunnarsholt Experimental Plantation by the  

“Key Kids” from the Akranes High School 



The Gunnarsholt site was by far the most ideal 
situation with its vast expanse of uninterrupted 
‘fetch’ and virtually  uniform soil and  
reasonably fast-growing poplar clone.  It was 
also supplied with electrical power and  had 
superior  scientific and technological support , 
data management and  longevity.   

The site was  grassland restored on an black volcanic sand desert. Here the grass has been removed and  the power 
and communications laid down  as well as lines to guide the planters. Prior to this there had been a massive 
operation to propagate almost a 150,000 poplar saplings  of a single clone. The superb and extremely accurate 
planting was done by High School students from Akranes. 



The turf has been removed and the site prepared for planting 



The initial process of removing vegetation from the experimental site  



The  14ha experimental  planation must a seemed a daunting task for the Akranes students, 
even though most had some tree planting experience  but not on this scale of fine precision. 
The result  of their work shows exceptionally good survival by mid-summer.  



The most important attribute of an energy flux study on a emerging planation is to have an extremely long fetch (i.e., 
no obstructions)  as far as possible – the Gunnarsholt landscape meets this very important criteria and is well severed 
with technical  and scientific support.  Power to drive the  instruments was supplied via an underground electric cable.  



Dr.  Thorberger Jonsson took part in the enormous task of raising thousands of Poplars  from cuttings and 
supervised the extremely precise planting.  



If ever there was a happy and hard working planting crew it was. “Key Kids” from Akranes 



Learning the how to plant precisely in line at 1 meter spacing within a tolerance of  1 cm requires extraordinary 
patience  for the first few plants. And very precise they were! 



A Well-earned rest  with Mount Hekla  on the horizone  



The first stage  in preparation for the  energy balance measurements  site was to  strip off the grass and 
layout the planting lines.  The production of 10,000 poplars raised from cuttings  in so short a time span was 
and planting them at precise spacing and  in perfect alignment  was a remarkable feat undertaken by 
Þorberger Halti-Jonsson  (Iceland Forest Service) and the students Akranes High School 



The wide view showing the scale of the experimental plantation plated 
with rows of poplar.   



While the site was being planted the energy flux measuring system was being installed. At this early stage, 
we can assume the newly planted seedlings will have no measurable impact on the sensors.  



Installing the Energy 
Balance measuring system 

At  
Gunnarsholt  



Electric cables  were across the planting site to power an array of sensors and various instruments 
and  dataloggers 



While the  Prof. Harry MaCaughey (Queens University, Kingston (who designed the Energy Balance Measuring system) and 
Halldor Þorgeirsson  a scientist with the Iceland  Agricultural Research Institute serviced  the system. The data  
management fell to Dr. Asa  Aradóttir of the Soil Conservation Service.  The  data from Campbell Scientific 
datalogger was  conveniently designed  for downloading via the telephone ( in an age when an Apple 64k PC was 
top-of-the-line  among  home computers at the time).  



Halldor  installing the instruments for the Energy Balance measuring system. Halldor  later became the Executive 
Director of United Nations Climate Change Program)  



Some of sensors and data-logging  hardware for energy flux measuring system at Gunnarsholt in 1990  



Halldór doing  very precise on-site  calibrations on the  RTDMS  sensors 



The energy balance  measuring  system was designed and built at Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario by 
Processor Harry McCaughy.   



The software for the  automated RTDMS ( Reversing Temperature Difference Measuring System )  was 
created by Professor McCaughy,  and included remote access  for data adjustments, download and  re-
programming  of the datalogger manufactured by Campbell Scientific (Edmonton, Canada)  



After a couple of years or so, water was supplied  for instruments and a few  plots that required it.  



1995 

2004 

1990 

2003 

2005 2007 2007 

The growth of the Gunnarsholt Experimental Plantation  1990 – 2007.   
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The experimental plantation (top left) with remarkable uniform growth across the plantation is 
the perfect stand for research.  On the opposite is part of the 80km’s of willow  hedges that 
shelters cropland such as this  fine crop of barley (bottom). Photos dated September 2006 
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A magnificent view of the Soil Conservation Service HDQ. The 14 ha poplar plantation is on the centre-right. 
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Some of the data from the Data logger at Gunnarsholt was downloaded via the telephone to my  Apple Iie   in my 
home  in Newfoundland.  Other data was sent on a floppy disc  (the forerunner of the CD).  Design-wise, the  
Apple IIe was well ahead of time  
in style and convenience, compactness  and simplicity and did not require the services of a computer geek.  The 
Apple !!e is displayed on the right for comparison with a contemporary HP Pavilion.  



The combination of the RTDMS  and other essential instruments amasses  an enormous amount of data that was often  overwhelming 
– especially when my 1977 Apple IIe, 64K , with its floppy discs,  was top of the line home  in PC  well into the 1980’s. In fact, the 
Campbell data logger that  controlled the RTDMS and  stored the data was fit with an Apple 64K card. Nevertheless it had enough 
computing power to tackle the then new paradigms of Chaos, Fractals  and circular statistics  which was applied to some varia bles in 
the very large ENBAL data sets.  
 
To be fair, my Canadian government issue of a cheap Microsoft  PC,  which I also used to download the data  from  Gunnarsholt to St. 
John’s, was a  bit of a “sooner” ; i.e., it would sooner crash after a modicum of use and required many hours of defragmentat ion. But 
Despite  the ‘stone age’ computing power, it was the PC was agile enough to discover for myself the then wondrous new concepts of 
fractal ,  Chaotic dynamics circular statistics and non-linearity Turbulence in Mathematical, Ecological and Dynamical Systems which  
gives a very different perspective of how Nature functions.  

 
 

Beyond the RTDMS 



> 2 m s-1 >10 m s-1 

‘dry’ winds  
(Rh<75%) 

‘wet’ winds 
(Rh>85%) 



The art of understanding   

chaotic dynamics of  nano-

turbulence – sort of!!! 

Distribution of Fungal Spores and Fractal 
Diversity of Quadrats on membrane Filters 
J. Food Protection 58:1038-1047  
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Rows & columns of gridded membrane filters 

An example of Alexander Robertson’s introduction of  chaos and fractal geometry applied to Nano-turbulence 

that evolved from  methodology  developed at Gunnarsholt by Alexander Robertson.  

The graph shows the fractal diversity of spores of membrane and, statistically, shows unacceptable divergences in the actual/expected ratios.  The 
problem arises from energy losses of energy due to viscosity between the fluid (air) and the wall of the holder of the grided membrame filter; 
resulting in streamlines of helical spirals (Taylor Vortices). But even if turbulence was absent in the filter holder, and spores were equidistant in a 
matrix of a regular polyhedra, streamlines would coincide; giving differential numbers of spores in vertical columns. In other words, flow of spores 
through extremely small pore size likely sets up a myriad of Venturi-type tubes giving a range of negative-type presssures on the surface of the 
membrane, and spores will block pores at an increasing rate. Thus resulting in uneven distribution.  


